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Called "the most complete and succinct" lexicon of its type by The Times Literary Supplement, The

Pocket Oxford Russian Dictionary has long been a favorite of students, scholars, businesspeople,

and travelers. Now this popular dictionary is available in a completely revised Second Edition.

Providing the most up-to-date coverage of general vocabulary in both languages, this handy

resource offers the perfect companion for reading and conversation. No other pocket dictionary can

match its outstanding features: More than 70,000 words and phrases; emphasis on modern idioms

and colloquial usage; numerous illustrative examples of vocabulary in context; all common

abbreviations and acronyms; pronunciation in the International nhonetic Alphabet; and guidance on

constructions, complementation, and difficult points of grammar. Remarkably comprehensive, this

new edition of an established classic provides an essential resource for students needing a handy

guide to the Russian language.
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I hesitated about purchasing this because of the previous reviews about the binding. Ultimately, I

decided the complaints were older and maybe it would be less of a problem now. The silly things I



think when I'm overtired!I opened the package, removed the book, laughed with family about how it

was so not pocket-sized, and when I opened it to flip through, a chunk of about 100 pages came out

(in a chunk, thankfully, and not flying around the room). Looking at the top of the binding, it doesn't

even look like it ever TRIED to hold those pages in. The cover is just ... not large enough. It's mostly

the beginning section with information on grammar and whatnot, and I could almost forgive the

problem if that was all, but a number of pages from the "A" section are in the free-floating chunk as

well.I considered returning it, but truth is, it was 11 bucks. And this probably won't seriously

discourage me from using it. I'm teaching myself mostly for the sake of reading, not even

necessarily writing or speaking, and I have a feeling it'll be fine for expanding my vocabulary now

that I've gone through a book that provided me with a solid handle on Cyrillic. Which reminds me --

if you don't know anything about the alphabet, please don't try to start with a dictionary. Pick up

something specifically about how to read and write the alphabet, or find something online. Or pick

up the dictionary, too, and use them together.But anyway, if you're rough on books in general,

planning on using this nonstop, etc... Oxford is great, but look for something else with a sturdier

binding (preferably in an actual bookstore, and then come order it here if you have to), or get the

full-sized version if you're really serious. I might get the full-sized myself, who knows.

Decently in-depth, but "Pocket" it ain't. An excellent guide if you want to learn Russian words, and it

has some helpful information about grammar.

This pocket Russian dictionary is one of the best that I've used.It shows all perfective and

imperfective verbs, it includes irregular verb endingsand indicates the accent (udarenie) of all

Russian words.I disagree with the poor rating given by a reader that complained about the lack of

Cyrillic transliteration.This dictionary is for people who ALREADY know the Cyrillic alphabet.A great

dictionary at a great price!

I brought this book because I am taking a Russian language course at my university and so far this

dictionary has proved to be very helpful and informative.

I've been studying Russian for about 10 monthsand I received this dictionary 4 months ago.It has

helped me enormously since then.I recommend this to everyone who is learningRussian.

i purchased this item through the second-hand option and I was surprised of how fast I received it



and the immaculate condition in which it is. And it costed me about 1 dollar.Great!

Very helpful to my daughter.

great for occasional use. but ive had it for one day, have only opened and read it once, put it on my

dresser and now the back is already coming undone. but the information inside the book is great.

only wish the book had better uality.
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